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Pırlanta Erciyes İnşaat opts for Mitsubishi Electric air-conditioning systems 
 

 

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC ADDS COMFORT TO SMART 
HOUSES OF PIRLANTA 

 

 
 

Pırlanta Erciyes İnşaat, a construction company operating in Adana for 45 years and 

distinguished for smart home projects, executed a contract with global giant 

Mitsubishi Electric for the air-conditioning systems of Prestij XL Concept and 

Venüs Premium projects. As a company recognized for its principles of high 

quality, comfort and customer satisfaction, Pırlanta Erciyes İnşaat will introduce 

the high technology and eco-friendly approach of Mitsubishi Electric to its 

housing projects.  

 
 

Pırlanta Erciyes İnşaat opted for Mitsubishi Electric’s Deluxe Power Series indoor unit 

multi air-conditioner systems for Prestij XL Concept and Venüs Premium projects 

comprised of 64 and 94 apartments respectively in line with its mission requiring it to 

consider comfort as a way of life rather than luxury while choosing the products and 

services to be used for its projects.  

 
 

Energy efficiency accompanies maximum comfort 
 

Mitsubishi Electric, which is recognized for upholding customer satisfaction with its 

high tech eco-friendly products and solution oriented services, will provide optimum 

comfort and energy efficiency with its multi system equipment for both projects.  

 
 

Mitsubishi Electric’s Deluxe Power Series with high seasonal efficiency offers eight 

different capacity options to meet all kinds of requirements. It provides an ideal 

engineering solution with compact equipment designed for small capacity 

requirements with silent operation advantage without causing concussion. It regulates 

air flow with the help of horizontal oscillation technology to combine luxury and comfort  



 

seamlessly. “Deluxe Power” series products guarantee energy saving thanks to special 

“Econo Cool” technology in addition to providing optimum comfort by minimizing noise 

level at low fan speed. Weekly scheduling feature enables users to customize the air-

conditioning systems. Nano plantinium filter is capable of conducting 3-dimensional 

filtration and helps to maximize oxygen level in the room with the help of the anti-

allergenic filtering feature. 

 

Mitsubishi Electric multi systems are also distinguished with the wide range of options 

comprised of two different series with nine outdoor units in total. The systems provide 

ideal solutions for both domicile and office spaces as they make it possible to choose 

among twelve different types of indoor units. The systems contribute to the flexibility of 

building designs as they are capable of operating smoothly and effectively even under 

long piping distance. Mitsubishi Electric Deluxe Power indoor unit multi systems are 

compatible with smart home systems and guarantee effective air-conditioning even 

between atmospheric temperatures of -15 and +46 degrees in winter and 

summer, respectively.  

 
 

The pillars of Mitsubishi Electric Air-Conditioning Systems are energy efficiency, 

compatibility with smart home systems and elegant design combined with high 

technology. Another important factor is not to sacrifice optimum comfort and quality 

level. Distinguished with the prestigious projects undertaken in both Turkey and the 

world, Mitsubishi Electric is appreciated globally thanks to a number of advantages 

such as product quality, high technology, service, maintenance and after-sales 

service quality. 

klima.mitsubishielectric.com.tr 

 


